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Zakka (noun)—A small useful 
domestic object; often given as gifts 
between friends.

A zakka project is generally small 
and doesn’t take too much time. 
Too expensive a gift or a gift that 
took a long time to finish would 
be considered too much and 
imply a future obligation on the 
part of the recipient. But the nice 
thing about giving a zakka—such 
as the potholder here—is that 
every time the recipient uses it, 
he/she is reminded of the giver.

The potholder, once its 
components are assembled, 
takes less than an hour to finish. 
You will likely spend more time 
picking the fabrics than doing 
the stitching!

InstructIons
1. On the Insul-Bright square—metal 

side up—draw a line from top to 

bottom at the halfway measurement. 

Turn the square and mark the same 

halfway measurement. Now the 

square is marked with an X. Use the 

X to position the 4" center patch as 

a diamond with the corners of the 

patch lining up with the drawn lines. 

Pin in place. (figure 1)

2. Fold the 61/2" squares once on the 

diagonal to make triangles and press. 

Arrange the triangles around the 

center with the raw edges along the 

raw edge of the Insul-Bright and the 

fold partially covering the center. 
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Materials
• 8" square insulated lining (I used 

Insul-Bright™, a heat-proof lining by 

The Warm™ Company.)  

• Fabric safe marker or chalk

• 11" square for backing

• 4" square patch of bright solid for 

center 

• 4 (61/2") squares of contrasting solid 

color fabric

• White thread (40wt for machine 

stitching and perle cotton or sashiko 

thread for hand stitching)

Optional

• 8" square thin cotton batting, if a 

thicker potholder is desired
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3. Continue positioning and pinning folded triangles around 

the center square. With the last triangle, lift up triangle #1 

and tuck it over the last triangle. (figure 2)

Note: If using an extra batting layer, pin it to the base of the 

potholder top.

4. With the backing fabric wrong side up, center the 

potholder top on it leaving about 11/2" backing fabric on all 

4 sides. 

5. Mark quilting lines, if desired. Begin machine quilting or 

hand quilting.

6. Press the remaining backing in half and then in half again 

to create binding to cover the potholder top, up and 

over the edge. Repeat on all 4 sides. Miter the corners, if 

desired.

7. Using a thread color that coordinates with the backing, 

topstitch along the edge of the binding about 1/8". (figure 3) 
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Quilting tips
If machine quilting (example in figure 3):

• Thread the machine with contrasting color 40wt 

thread and quilt on the marked lines, if using, or quilt 

improvisationally. 

• Begin stitching anywhere on the side of a quilting line. Do 

not start sewing at a corner.

• Set the stitching length on ‘Basting’ (about 7 stitches per 

inch) for maximum visibility. 

If hand quilting (example at top left of page 1):

• Use sashiko thread or perle cotton and a large-eyed needle.

• Quilt with big stitches, pulling the knot through the back 

and into the batting to hide it.

After quilting, edgestitch around all sides of the square about 
1/8" in from the edges. 

figure 2

figure 3
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